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Zone A (Upper site)
- Open, flat/gently undulating topography with large
geometric field boundaries, predominantly under arable crop.
Enclosure pattern dominant over landform.  Planting design to integrate
with field pattern to provide unity.
Dense hedgerows with mature trees (commonly Oak) provide
beneficial wildlife corridors.  Hedgerows most sparse to southern
site boundary.
- Waterlogged ground and areas of standing water require further
investigation; could provide basis for creation of ponds/scrapes for
ecological benefit.
- Views south towards Wing village/church and SE toward Ascott Estate
may may be maintained and enhanced at specific points e.g. from
public footpath to SE of site (highlighted on plan).

Zone B (Lower site)
- More intimately undulating topography with smaller
geometric field boundaries. Dense hedgerows with mature trees
(Oak/Willow noted) provide beneficial ecological corridors.
- ASNW and wet woodland to south of site provides valuable habitat
to link into.
- Potential to link access into Long Spinney/Bewick Green trails for
informal recreational use.  Southern area of site could include
low density planting, including fruit trees, open space meadow areas.
Access may also aid woodland management of Long Spinney.
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